
Minutes of the Inter-County Rifle League Spring Meeting Feb 3, 2008 
 
President Neal Showalter called the meeting to order @ 2:00 PM. 
 
All clubs were present except for York. Doug Nace, York’s rep could not attend due to a 
fire at his office that morning but asked that Bill Burkert, League Secretary, vote for 
York on the two topics which were on the agenda. Doug made his team’s wishes known 
on those two topics and was represented during the votes accordingly. 
 
The minutes from the fall meeting were read and approved. 
 
The Treasurer’s Report was read and approved.  
Old Business: 
Because of the issues generated at the Fall Meeting, the procedures required to create rule 
changes was read to the members present. 
 
The December 7, 2007 (Match 7) between CFG and SRC was discussed. At issue was 
whether or not a score shot prior to 6:00 PM would be allowed. The members present 
voted 3-2 to not allow the score to count as it was shot before 6:00 PM which is a 
violation of the indoor rules. 
 
A review of the indoor rules uncovered some discrepancies. A three man committee 
consisting of Paul Irvin, George Schucker and Bill Burkert was formed to address the 
current indoor rules and suggest changes. Their work should be complete by the April 4, 
2008. 
 
George Schucker needs the number of shooters who will be participating in the “Fun 
Match” on April 4, 2008. 
 
The college scholarship fund was discussed and passed. Contributions to the fund are 
voluntary. The members present discussed the three applicants for this year’s award. The 
results will be announced and the awards will be given at the banquet to be hosted by 
CFG. 
 
The proposal to change from the current A36 to the USA Shooting A52 was discussed. It 
was voted to continue to use the A36.  
 
The Outdoor Schedule was discussed. University will no longer host a day match. 
Seitzland volunteered to run a day match. To encourage additional shooters, the day 
match at Seitzland will be held on a Saturday morning. The 2008 Outdoor Schedule will 
be posted on the ICRL website. 
 
 
 
 
 



New Business: 
Paul Irvin proposed that we allow air rifles to compete shoulder to shoulder with the .22 
small-bore rifles during our indoor three position matches. Paul feels that this may attract 
additional shooters. Cost of ammo and the rifles is less expensive. Paul will look into the 
cost of scoring plugs, etc.  
 
The Spring Meeting date next year will be delayed until the first Sunday in March instead 
of the first Sunday in February. 
 
The meeting adjourned at 3:55PM. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


